Dear Friends,

2014 was yet another important milestone year for APJ. We met our programmatic expansion goals at both the Academy and institute and we began laying the groundwork to complete the Academy’s final stage of essential growth for construction of Wing IV.

This year, the Academy for Peace and Justice welcomed 2,000 students, all on scholarship and 9th graders had a 95% success rate on Haiti national exams. At Artists Institute, with the recent launch of the new Audio Institute We Are The World division, we completed all final installation and construction of state-of-the-art recording studios and classrooms, and in September 2014 we brought in our second class of students. On the Ciné Institute side of things, graduates helped produce content for over 100 jobs, with top graduates earning 20 times the national average. APJ continues to make real, lasting impact on the ground.

On the international front, we continued important progress on funding. We began the year in New York at the annual Haiti Optimiste show, then moved the following week to Hollywood for our Dominos event. In the spring, back in New York we held our second contemporary art sale and in the summer we celebrated Haiti in the Hamptons before moving up to Toronto for the annual fall gala where Father Dick was our keynote speaker. Thanks to our strategic partner Bovet 1822, 100% of money raised at these events and all public donations goes directly and entirely to our programs in Haiti.

It was a whirlwind year, and we couldn’t have done any of it without you. Thank you for your support. Let’s keep going.

David Belle
CEO
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Haiti is the poorest country in the Western hemisphere, where a severe lack of affordable education and healthcare perpetuates the cycle of extreme poverty.

Approximately 1 in 2 Haitians age 15 and older is illiterate (Human Rights Watch).

Fewer than 30% of Haitian children attend secondary school (UNICEF) and fewer than 1% attend college (Multilateral Investment Fund).

90% of Haitian schools are run by private entities that charge school fees that can be prohibitively expensive for low-income families (Human Rights Watch).

75% of Haitian schools lack access to water (Human Rights Watch).
We are committed to long-term, sustainable development in direct partnership with the Haitian people. Our model is simple: we believe in empowering local communities, fostering economic growth, and the power of education to change a nation.
We are making a substantial, long-term commitment toward growing the next generation of Haiti’s leaders by providing high-quality secondary and higher education.

**APJ Eliminates the Economic Barrier to Education by Providing Every Student with a Full Scholarship**
The Academy features:

- Accreditation by the Haitian Ministry of Education
- Professional development opportunities for faculty
- Sports facilities
- Summer programs

And fully modern facilities:

- Electricity and potable water
- Washrooms in each building
- 3 campus computer labs

Set on a magnificent campus, the Academy is one of the largest free secondary schools in Haiti, serving some of the poorest and most deserving youth in the city.

Less than 20% of Haitian schools have electricity and only 39% have potable water.
Dear friends of Artists for Peace and Justice,

My name is Antoine Eddy. We welcomed 2,000 joyful students this year. We are now providing education to grade levels 7-11, who if it weren’t for this school would have nowhere else to go. We have come a long way but still have far to go to reach our goal of providing the only free secondary education to students from the poorest slums of Haiti.

Our staff and teachers are working very hard to make sure that each student will never again be left behind and our students are thriving because of you and your support.

I want to thank you on behalf of all the students, staff and administration here for your generous and continued support.

We have opened our school in the face of the greatest of challenges. We have sweat and toiled for this beacon of hope and the road has been difficult. Please help us to continue to grow as our students grow, each day discovering the joy and pride that comes with acquiring knowledge, knowledge that will allow them to truly change their world, to endow them with the dignity and the tools to remake and rebuild their country.

With deepest thanks for all you are doing and continue to do for the children of Haiti.

Headmaster Antoine Edy
Artists for Peace and Justice

The students

Growing by 400 students every year, in 2014 the Academy opened its doors to 2,000 students in grades 7-11, and will serve 2,800 underprivileged students at full capacity in 2016. The Academy follows the Haitian curriculum, with additional courses in English, computer training, and extra-curricular sports.

Every student at the Academy receives a full scholarship including full tuition, uniforms, and year-round access to St. Luke’s medical services.

Our students achieved a success rate on 9th grade Haitian national exams in 2014.
Artists Institute is a free college of art and technology in Jacmel. The Institute creates modern opportunities for Haiti’s underprivileged youth to foster entrepreneurship and business development in local creative industries.

The Institute is made up of two divisions: Ciné Institute, Haiti’s only film school, and Audio Institute: We Are the World School of Music and Audio Engineering. Both divisions offer two-year programs focused on training, professional development and employment services.

Dear Friends,

What a fantastic year at Artists Institute! Our programs continue to flourish because of our exceptional students and their continued dedication to the arts.

With the opening of our new Audio Institute We Are The World division, we welcomed over 100 students to campus for orientation. Our new state-of-the-art recording studio gives our students the opportunity to learn on the equipment they will use in the real world, making them highly competitive in the job market upon graduation.

We are thrilled to already be welcoming national and international guests to record in the studio, giving our students an invaluable experience of working hands-on with these professionals.

Ciné Institute continues to be the leader in Haitian cinema, with our graduates being hired to work on the top productions in Haiti and earning 20 times the national average income. This year, our students organized an outdoor projection of their films for the local community and it was a huge success!

We continue to work tirelessly to provide the best possible education for our students and make sure they are equipped to compete in the local and international job market.

Your support makes it possible!

Thank you,
Paula Hyppolite
Audio Institute brings together leaders in audio engineering, music production, and education to train and support young artists, producers, and technicians. Through theory and practice, graduates emerge as highly skilled professionals prepared for modern opportunities in creative industries.

The centerpiece of Audio Institute is a magnificent, professional recording studio, where students receive hands-on experience and artists visit for sessions and collaborations.

Founding seed capital was provided by Quincy Jones’ and Lionel Richie's We Are The World Foundation.
Ciné Institute brings together leaders in cinema and education to train and support Haiti’s budding filmmakers. Equally focused on storytelling and technical training, Cine Institute prepares students for all types of film industry careers.

The Institute creates hundreds of local jobs annually for graduates and community members servicing renowned local and international clients.
“MY EDUCATION GAVE ME THE STRENGTH TO ACHIEVE. I AM NOW A YOUNG COMPETENT INDEPENDENT HAITIAN EARNING A LIVING WORKING IN POST-PRODUCTION AT HAITI’S MOST ACCLAIMED PRODUCTION HOUSE.”

- WILNA BARJON
As part of our mission to support healthcare for the poorest communities in Haiti, and our commitment to building lasting institutions, APJ supports the St. Luke Family Hospital, providing quality medical care and dignified humanitarian outreach to the poorest, most underserved and vulnerable populations in Port-au-Prince. Services provided by the St. Luke Family Hospital include a modern surgery facility and emergency room, CT scans, digital x-ray, a high level ICU and rehabilitation unit, professional medical teams, and mobile disaster units.

St. Luke provides long-term employment for 900 Haitians, and serves 120,000 patients every year.

Artists for Peace and Justice partners with two independently run programs in Haiti that collectively provide music education to over 1,300 underprivileged young people each year.

Academie Musicale Occide Jeanty provides music education to 120 students per year in Cite Soleil, the poorest slum in the western hemisphere.

Ecole de Musique Dessaix Baptiste, in Jacmel, provides music education to 1,200 students per year and boasts five genres of orchestra.

These programs offer a positive after-school activity all too rare in students’ communities, as well as nurture their skills for success—creativity, collaboration, self-discipline, and motivation.
AT THE ACADEMY:
• Provided students with unique learning and engagement opportunities through presentations from international and Haitian leaders in business, art, culture and human rights activism.
• Provided all students and faculty with access to health care on campus, with an on-site nurse from APJ partner, St. Luke Family Hospital.
• Created permanent employment and professional development opportunities for nearly 150 Haitian teachers and school staff.
• Academy students achieved a 95% success rate on 9th grade Haitian national exams.

AT ARTISTS INSTITUTE:
• Ciné graduates continue to produce content for both local and international clients, with top performing graduates earning 20 times the national average.
• Audio Institute’s state-of-the-art recording studio is completed and welcomes local recording artists.
• Provided over 100 Haitian youth with a full two-year scholarship, offering education, employment and professional support in film and music production.
• Ciné Institute graduated 35 students and Audio Institute finished its inaugural year and will celebrate its first graduating class in 2015!

“COMPUTER TRAINING ENABLES OUR STUDENTS TO USE TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE LEARNING AND COMPREHENSION, BROADEN THEIR INTERACTION WITH THE WORLD, AND TO APPLY THESE SKILLS TO A RANGE OF TECHNOLOGY JOBS IN HAITI.”

– EDY ANTOINE, HEADMASTER
• APJ is featured in the Variety Magazine article “Haiti Charities Backed by Hollywood Luminaries in for the Long Haul.” APJ Founder Paul Haggis says, “From the beginning, we said, ‘If we go in, we’re going to establish something that lasts, and we’ll find ways to keep it funded.’”

• Haitian Artist BéLO visits students at the Audio Institute and talks about his career.

• We welcomed our friends Carlo Traglio and Cristiana Vigano of Vhernier, Todd Barrato of Brioni, Laurent Claquin of Kering America on our January Delegation Trip to Haiti!

• Arcade Fire co-hosts APJ’s annual Haiti Optimiste in NYC. The following day they flew to Haiti and performed a free outdoor concert in Jacmel with six other bands in an Artists Institute co-produced carnival show that attracted 35,000 spectators.

• Our star supporters gathered in LA during Oscar week at the Bovet 1822 APJ Hollywood Domino gala, raising $360,000 for our programs.

• Ben Stiller talked to Anderson Cooper on “CNN Heroes: Sharing the Spotlight” about Ciné Institute and his conversations with our students on directing, acting and filmmaking.

• Waves for Water drills a well at Artists Institute – giving students and teachers clean water!

• Recording artist Psalm One visits Audio Institute campus and gives the students a workshop on Hip Hop and Rap song structure.

• We welcomed our friend and partner Pascal Raffy, owner of Bovet 1822, to Haiti for the first time! He says, “What is so exceptional here is that regardless of everything around them, everyone has a smile.”

• Kerry Kennedy, Human Rights activist, visits the Academy and in her class with students she asks them “What are human rights?”

• Kehinde Wiley visits Artists Institute and pledges to build a brand new computer lab for the students!
**May**

- Paul Haggis is featured in World Post article, "One on One: Paul Haggis on Artists For Peace and Justice." On activism, he says, “Good intentions mean nothing at all. It’s actions. It’s only actions.”

- Congratulations to our 2014 Artists Institute graduating class!

- The LA Premiere of Paul Haggis’ “Third Person” raises over $50K for our programs.

- Paul Haggis introduces APJ to Chicago with a cocktail event.

- Ciné Institute is awarded an Educational Grant from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

**June**

**July**

- Summer break for the Academy and Artists Institute.

- Production on Father Rick documentary portrait begins.

**August**

- We celebrated summer with Haiti in the Hamptons at Donna Karan’s private residence. We raised funds to cover 125 scholarships for the upcoming school year!
School is in session. The Academy for Peace and Justice opens for Fall 2014 with 2,000 students and Artists Institute welcomes over 100 students.

Bovet 1822 and Vhernier present FIERCE CREATIVITY in New York City, a selling exhibition featuring work from over 45 leading contemporary artists curated by APJ Advisory Board members, Chuck Close and Jessica Craig-Martin.

Father Rick delivers keynote speech and receives standing ovation at the sixth annual Bovet 1822 and Artists for Peace and Justice 2014 Festival Gala in Toronto. $1.5M raised.

Academy students have a 95% success rate on the national exams!

Ben Stiller visits the Academy to film a spot for an upcoming telethon fundraiser with The RTL Foundation of Germany. Money raised will be used toward the construction of the Academy Art Department on the second floor of the future Wing IV.

Peter Tunney, pop artist and board member, visits Haiti and shares his story with our students at the Academy and Artists Institute.

Kevin Jonas competes on “Who Wants To Be A Millionaire” for APJ!

Haitian-born DJ Michael Brun visits Audio Institute.

Paul Haggis is honored with Playback’s Canadian Film and TV Hall of Fame 2014 Humanitarian Award.
ALL 2014 FUNDRAISERS
$2,984,616

AD VALUE
$17,772,994.90

MEDIA IMPRESSIONS
722,424,256

2014 FUNDRAISERS
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

HAITI OPTIMISTE

THIRD PERSON PREMIERE

HAITI IN THE HAMPTONS

HOLLYWOOD DOMINO

JAKMEL JOU BARE’N

TORONTO FESTIVAL GALA

FIerce CREATIVITY
VENUE: Florence Gould Hall Theater, New York
SPONSORS: French Institute Alliance Française, Cine Institute
HOSTS: Donna Karan, Vincent Morisset, David Belle

MEDIA IMPRESSIONS: 11,576,500
AD VALUE: $814,590
TOTAL RAISED: $63,689
VENUE: Sunset Tower Hotel
SPONSOR: Bovet 1822
HOSTS: Pascal Raffy, Paul Haggis, Maria Bello, Gerard Butler, Rosario Dawson, Daya Fernandez, Jon Hamm, Kevin Jonas, Jared Leto, Olivia Wilde
EVENT COMMITTEE: Dave & Odette Annable, Nick Andrettola, Walter D. Apodaca Jr., David Belle, Sean Finnegan, Omar Epps, Vanessa Hudgens, Pete Krainik, Diane Kruger, Dana Maksimovich, James Marsden, Dr. Reza Nabavian, Amaury Nolasco, Don Park
PERFORMERS: Rumer Willis
MEDIA IMPRESSIONS: 369,287,180
AD VALUE: $4,020,080
TOTAL RAISED $360,000
VENUE:
Place Toussaint Louverture, Jacmel

SPONSORS:
Arcade Fire, Handzup Group, Artists Institute

PERFORMERS:
Arcade Fire, Bélo, RAM, Kreyol LA, Symbi Roots (RaRa Famn), DJ Tony Mix, Hotmen Rap, Lakou Mizik, 45 Soliders, and DJ Gardy
THIRD PERSON PREMIERE

VENUE: The Pickford Center For Motion Picture Study, The Linwood Dunn Theater, Hollywood

SPONSORS: Bovet 1822, Vhernier

HOSTS: Paul Haggis, Mila Kunis, Olivia Wilde, Moran Atias, Maria Bello

PERFORMER: Moby

MEDIA IMPRESSIONS: 133,876,349
AD VALUE: $8,032,580.94
TOTAL RAISED: $50,000+
VENUE: Donna Karan’s Private Hamptons Residence

SPONSOR: Urban Zen and Bovet 1822

HOSTS: Donna Karan, Paul Haggis, Karen Elon, Calvin Klein, Russell James, Olivia Wilde, James Franco

PERFORMER: Michael Brun

TOTAL RAISED: $78,900
VENUE: Casa Loma, Toronto
SPONSOR: Bovet 1822
HOSTS: Paul Haggis, Pascal Raffy, Jason Reitman, Madeleine Stowe, George Stroumboulopoulos
CO-CHAIRS: Sylvia Mantella, Natasha Kolfman
PERFORMERS: Stacey Kay, Arkells, The National

MEDIA IMPRESSIONS: 48,970,805
AD VALUE: $2,938,248
TOTAL RAISED: $79,900
VENUE: PACE Gallery, New York


MEDIA IMPRESSIONS: 158,713,422
AD VALUE: $1,967,496
TOTAL RAISED: $932,027 (AS OF NOVEMBER 4, 2014)
We are proud to team up with organizations and companies that share our vision of long-term, strategic development in Haiti.

We believe in impact. Our implementing partners share our values of transparency, mutual support, and a commitment to excellence. Our corporate partnerships are based on working to form a strategy that is mutually beneficial and maximizes the impact we have on the ground in Haiti.
INCOME

Non Profit Income
- Designated Donations: 2,234,736
- General Donations: 442,491
- In-Kind Donations: 857,500
- Operational Budget Donations: 890,000

TOTAL NON PROFIT INCOME: 4,424,727

EXPENSES

General & Administrative Expenses: 447,985
Fundraising Expenses: 659,281

Program Services:
- Académie Musicale Occide Jeanty: 25,000
- Ecole Musique Dessaix-Baptiste: 32,000
- Misc. Grants: 105,320
- Artists Institute: 852,899
- Academy for Peace and Justice: 1,117,285
- St. Luke's Medical: 25,463
- Travel and Admin: 186,820

Total Program Services: 2,344,787

TOTAL EXPENSES: 3,451,853

FINANCIALS

NET OPERATING INCOME: 972,874

Other Income: 21,052
Net Income: 993,926
### 100% Public Donations Go To Haiti

**$500K+**
- Bovet Fleurier S.A.
- Artists For Peace And Justice - Canada

**$250K+**
- WATW Foundation
- Cecily Brown
- Carlo Traglio

**$100K+**
Pledged Donors: 
- Brioni S.p.a.

**$50K+**
- Kara Walker
- Urs Fischer
- Brian Benben & Madeleine Stowe Family Trust
- Mr. George Tiff
- Planet Wheeler
Pledged Donors: 
- Brenda J. Robinson, Esq.
- Pledged Donors: Carter Lay
- Pledged Donors: Clint Eastwood
- Pledged Donors: Daniel Craig
- Pledged Donors: Gerard Butler
- Pledged Donors: Javier Bardem & Penelope Cruz
- Pledged Donors: Lekha Singh
- Pledged Donors: The Jonathan Vilma Foundation

**$25K+**
- Rob Pruitt
- Alex Katz
- Lapis Press
Pledged Donors: 
- Keith Urban Foundation
Pledged Donors: 
- Nicole Kidman
Pledged Donors: 
- Charlie Von Hoy
Pledged Donors: 
- VHERNIER USA
Pledged Donors: 
- VHERNIER SpA
Pledged Donors: 
- PAF
Pledged Donors: 
- Hurd Foundation
Pledged Donors: 
- Josh Brain Family Trust
Pledged Donors: 
- The Abundanza Trust
Pledged Donors: 
- Stefan Kaluzny

**$10K+**
- Kevin Jonas
- Laurie Simmons
- Julian Lethbridge
- Jackie Saccoccio
- Jasper Johns
- Joan Jonas
- Mary Ellen Mark
- Six Points Ventures III, LLC
- Susan C. Shin
- Lisa Margulis
- Cindy Sherman
- Donna Karan Weiss
- Dr. Reza Nabavian
- INSTYLE | Time Inc.
- Martin Puryear & Jeanne Gordon Puryear
- Olivia Wilde
- Peter Krause
Pledged Donors: 
- AnnaLynne McCord
Pledged Donors: 
- Simon Baker & Rebecca Rigg
- Tom Murphy Jr.
Under $10K

Anne Collier
Huma Bhabha
Jessica Craig-Martin
Charity Buzz
Academy Foundation
CAA Foundation
Razoo
John Currin
William Wegman
Alexander Otto
Ciera Foster
David and Judy Shore Foundation
Dimitris Bousis & Eleni Bousis
Frederick H. Prince Testamentary Trust
Game 7 Films LLC
John Middleton
Katherine Castro
Kevin Law
Kevin Toner & Yodon Thonden
Marie-Monique Steckel
Michaelene Durst
Sohail Khan & Zahrah S. Khan
Soraya Azzabi
SPM 2012 Holdings, LLC
Steve Traxler
Creative Artists Agency
Andrew Saffir
Bernardo Schipilberg
Beth O'Donnell
Cathleen Biscoy
Chloë Josue
Coppy Holzman
Dennis Family Foundation
Eric Margules
Henry R. Paul M.D.
Ian Cameron
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Jo Francis
L. Bescy
Lester Coney
Lima Fox
Lisa Michelle Britton
Mazal Kong & James Kong
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Michelle Barish
Michelle Deverna & Robert J. Deverna
Mored Faroed
Nancy Moonves
Paige Cofrin
Philip Pope
Risa Gertner
Robert Gober
Rodger & Rachel Zoe Berman
Susan Lombardi
Suzanne Lubell
Ted Jackson & Cathy Jackson
Boogie Treadowski & Anna M. Zietok
Caroline Andrew
Frances Berger
Jude Moulton
James Farrell
Jeffrey M. Steadfast & Jennifer Drogas Steadfast
Luis Velvire
Maria Jampolsky
Mark R. Preston & Bonnie B. Huang
Mark Wilson
Meredith L. Escobedo
Reginald Saint-Amand
James A. Wimmer & Linda P. Wimmer
Barbara W. Rosenblum & Dr. Fred H. Rosenblum
Deevey Said
Hayli S. Halper
Karl Hackert & Tanya Ganz-Hackert
Regina J. C. C. Amy Klingsworth
Angel Gabada
Brian O’Hara
Charles Boyer
Francois K. Cary
Kimberly M Dilts & James Arbogast
Monica Jaramillo
Moonboot
Karen Scott
John Amato
Adriana Telles Ribeiro
Amy Killingsworth
Angel Gabada
Brendon O’Hara
Charles Boyer
Dr. Richard Rosenblum & Mrs. Gabrielle Schwartz
Ellen Clarke
Fabiola Trinetta
Fanne Huang McCart
Fenella Belle
Jack Brinkley Cook
Julia Cohen Norris
Julie K. Kahn
K. Ashley
Lisa M. Gilroy
Marco Scaroni & Luca Scaroni
Mary Waterman
Nicholas Rosenfeld
Patric Verrone TTEE & Margaret Verrone TTEE
Raymond Borno
Renee Ketcham
Michael Blake
Bruce Green
Olivia Erickson
Andrew Hicks
Carmelina Santoro
Cheryl Karmin
Coleen Bradley
Debbie Reid
Eileen Kelly
Elizabeth Long
Erica Cornwell
Jordan N. Rosenblum & Eileen H. Rosenblum
Lauren Smith
Maria Paciug
Mary Slavinski
Patricia Deibel
Patricia Tovar
Peter B. Lewis
Crystal Beder
Shure Inc.
Tim Boettcher
William Velmam
Courtney Sanchez
Brandon Harris
Anne Pollizzi
Cara E. Sprunk
Joseph Tyrell
Hudson Walker
Olivia Summer
Tracy Atkinson
The Giving Back Fund
Kristen Daly
Loretta Russell
Mary Jo Jean-Francois
Maureen Connolly
Saiin Sieff
Talia Levy
Viv Crye
David Gross
Kara Frederck
Michael Jones
Rebecca Smith
Kaya Schmitz
Susan George & Matthew George
Julia Pansakova
Wynn Saint-ine
THANK YOU!